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WeLCoMe
AMBEDO ; noun. A kind of melancholic trance in which you 
become completely absorbed in vivid sensory details - 
soaking in the experience of being alive.

Ambedo aims to inspire readers in making a positive impact in 
their lives and those around them, and create a better 
awareness of the local arts, music, events, business and most 
importantly, youth culture. You are our contentand inspiration. 
Our core team has helped put together everything that you 
see here. 

Our goal is to create something that the local youth can rely 
on as a portal into the community of Bendigo and everything 
it really has to offer. As people, we want to be as open and 
honest as we can with our content, so that you, the reader, 
can feel like you are part of our community.

Welcome, enjoy, and get involved!
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Save Our World
How We Can

Through these services you can recycle a HUGE 
amount of your household’s products.
You’ll be surprised what CAN and CAN’T be 
recycled. 

There are also numerous foundations around 
which can help with recycling those various 
items which currently can’t be recycled via our 
available systems such as the ‘Bread Tags for 
Wheelchairs’ initiative, Mobile Muster and 
TerraCycle’s numerous programs. 

In the coming editions of Ambedo I will 
provide a more indepth insight to all these 
avenues in the hopes over time you can build 
a wealth of knowledge to enact in your house-
hold’s waste usage - and to most importantly 
spread it around and help your friends and 
family too!

But for now.. Please check out the following links 
(or Google them) to discover what specifically 
you can and can’t recycle via the systems we have 
available in Bendigo. 

Trust me you’ll be surprised what actually 
can and can’t go!

I now empty my inside rubbish bin ONCE a 
month, and the Red Bin gets emptied on the curb 
every couple of months. Keep reading to see how 
you can do this as well!

For the last few months I’ve been very conscious 
of my waste. After returning from a festival with 
a heap of rubbish, I realised how much waste I 
was contributing to landfill and damaging the 
planet. 

So I began this journey! 

First it seemed pointless. I mean, if I recycle but 
no one else does, then what’s the point? However 
this line of thinking is just an irrational self-justi-
fying way of allowing myself to be lazy. Changing 
our society’s stance on waste all starts with ME! 

When I began researching, I soon realised that 
we have a lot of different programs within 
Bendigo to help with recycling our products.

The aim of this article is to shed light on the 
wonderful resources we have to help lessen our 
footprint on the environment. 

What we CAN recycle and what we DO recycle 
are two different stories. In Bendigo, we can 
recycle a magnitude of our goods through a few 
different services: 

• In our YELLOW/BLUE bins
• REDcycle program (Coles/Woolies)
• Bendigo Sustainability Group (dropoffs)
• Eaglehawk Eco-Centre (E-WASTE) 
• SUEZ (E-WASTE) 
• Organics bin 

 Michael Watson

REDCycle

BENDIGO
SUSTAINABILITY
GROUP Organics Bin
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The Australian Parliament 
This may seem boring, just telling you facts 
about our government, but knowing how it’s run 
means you will know how to help make positive 
change. Your government affects every part of 
your life, from public transport, roads, public hol-
idays, your jobs, your businesses, your hospitals 
and your environment. 

That is why your vote counts, whether you 
believe in one party over others, or you just don’t 
care, your vote still counts in who gets elected to 
represent you. It means your voice can be heard, 
and that is something to fight for. 

For example, in Australia women were not 
allowed to vote Federally until 1902, and in 
Victoria not until 1908. Indigenous Australian’s 
weren’t allowed to vote until 1962. 

Someone might have told you that voting is a 
privilege, and it is! If you can’t vote then you 
can’t share your opinion. Voting doesn’t mean 
you need to always vote for one party, or for any 
party (only if you completely disagree with every 
parties’ beliefs) it’s important to know who and 
what you are voting for. Every party will have 
what is called policies, morals and ideas they 
follow and plan to bring if elected in government. 
It’s important that we both know what we are 
voting for, and also make sure that who we voted 
for keep their promises, if they don’t then we can 
simply vote another way. 

Elections are vital and voting is important, and If 
all else fails you can try starting your own party. 

The parliament of Australia is represented 
by Australia’s Governor- General (the person 
who represents the Queen) and two houses, 
the Senate, and the House of Representatives. 
The role of these two houses is to make laws 
for Australia. The house of Representa-
tives contains 150 members that represent 
different electorates. The senate consists of 
76 members. 6 people from each State and 
2 people from each territory. Along with the 
Governor-General who is appointed by the 
Queen, these are what make Parliament.  

So, why should you care? Well these are the 
people you vote for every election. The aim of 
these members is to represent your best interest, 
and make or change laws. Each party must have 
a majority of members elected to the House of 
Representatives or Senate to form Government. 
This is very important in making sure we pass 
laws, and provide funds for states. 

Cheyenne Cadence
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Lisa Chesters MP
Interview With

How did you get involved in 
politics? What is your career 
story? 

I have always been interested 
in politics and discussing topics 
that impact everyday 
Australians. I come from a 
family with strong Labor values 
so we often had in depth con-
versations about the politics. 

I grew up in regional 
Queensland where I joined the 
local Landcare group, which 
helped develop a passion for 
making a difference. I then 
completed a Bachelor of Arts 
in psychology and politics at 
the University of Queensland 
and moved to Central Victoria 
to take up a role as a union 
representative at United Voice. 
This built on my drive to tackle 
injustice, particularly in the 
workplace. 

When Julia Gillard became 
Australia’s first female Prime 
Minister, I was inspired and 
made the decision to run for 
the seat of Bendigo because I 
believed we need more women 
in Parliament. I was elected in 
2013 and I am the first women 
ever to be the Federal Member 
for Bendigo

How can young people get 
involved in politics? 

A good place to start is to 
campaign and advocate about 
an issue you really care about. 
Politics isn’t just about the 
politicians. Politics is a contest 
of ideas and social movements 
about change. You can have a 
greater influence on the polit-
ical debate when campaigning 
about an issue you care about. 
A great example is the Marriage 
Equality debate. 

You can also join the Party you 
are interested in. The Labor 
Party has branches across 
Australia, including a few here 
in Central Victoria. Branch 
members meet to fundraise, 
discuss politics and get 
involved in party decisions. 

Another way to get involved is 
to volunteer for local members 
of Parliament, Local Council 
or a not-for-profit engaged in 
policy development.

What do you hope to do for 
Bendigo youth over the next 
term? 

I am keen to work with local 
youth leaders on how I can be a 
strong voice for their 
generation. Young people in 
our region are not getting a 
fair go. Youth unemployment is 
high and it’s difficult for many 
to get a start. 
 
I also think more needs to be 
done for mental health funding 
and support, not enough is 
being done in this field. 
 
Climate change is a pressing 
issue for the youth of Bendigo 
as shown by the SchoolStrike-
4Climate. What climate action 
has your office committed to?  

It is inspiring to see so many 
young people passionate about 
a cause and standing up for 
what they believe in. While we 
didn’t agree on every point at 
the rally, I support the student’s 
right to take action - it’s a 
fundamental part of our 
democracy. 

Continued on Page 10...   

Cheyenne Cadence
& Ashley Eadon
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Additionally, students have met with me in my 
Electorate Office in Bendigo and in my 
Parliament office in Canberra.

I also regularly meet with sustainability groups 
to discuss their plans for the electorate and 
support many of their causes. 

It is beyond any doubt that humanity is facing 
a climate emergency. The challenge is how 
effectively we respond as a community, and 
the good news is there are a number of Central 
Victorians paving the way when it comes to 
a renewable future. Unfortunately due to the 
outcome of the Federal Election, Labor’s plan 
to deliver a 21st century energy system will not 
happen. We will however continue to encourage 
the Government to make the best choices for the 
future.

What advice would you give to young people 
trying to make a difference?

Your voice is powerful. Use it.

You have so much to fight for today. Whether it 
be gender equality, worker’s rights, increased 
funding for mental health, fair funding for our 
schools, or something else. If you do not stand 
up for change now, there’ll be nothing left to 
stand on in the future.

Grassroots campaigning is a great way to build 
movement around issues you care for. House by 
house, street by street. To bring positive change 
to our community and our country. Bring people 
together to fight for what you believe in, you 
could make a big difference. 

Bendigo Student Association
BSA

 Tash Romas
President of the BSA

Interview With Lisa Chesters MP

“It is inspiring to see so many 
young people passionate about 
a cause and standing up for 
what they believe in.”
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Bendigo Student Association
BSA

The Bendigo Student Association (BSA) has a 
simple purpose: “Making Student Life Better.” 

The BSA is the student association located on 
campus at La Trobe University, Bendigo. The 
association is made up of a board of hardwork-
ing students and bunch of super dedicated and 
professional staff. 

Our services are designed to help students get 
through University without failing subjects, going 
broke or getting too homesick. We aim to ensure 
students finish their university experience with a 
qualification in one hand and suitcase full of life 
skills and lifelong friendships in the other.

The BSA supports all students, irrespective of 
membership. The university allocates funding 
to us yearly which enables us to provide on and 
off campus services and support. This year, over 
1,100 students have joined the BSA family with 
many sporting the ‘BSA hoodie’ or ‘BSA 
power-bank’ as a sign of their membership. 
Joining the BSA comes with a host of benefits
including discounted parking on campus, 
reduced clubs and societies membership fees, 
subsidised short courses like First Aid and 
Responsible Service of Alcohol, subsidised fresh 
fruit & veggie bags with our partners Bendigo 
Wholefoods, free brekkies and lunches, and 
more. We offer legal and financial counselling 
services on and off campus and support for 
internal university matters through our advocacy 
service. 

Continued on Page 12...

BSA Launches O Week, 2019

Student Clubs
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The BSA plays a crucial role in representing the views of 
students at university with many of our Board Directors involved 
in university committees and advisory groups. Our aim is to ensure 
that students feel supported and are able to affect their learning 
experience. 

Perhaps our most well-known on-campus activity is O’Week and 
Bruce Week. These week-long celebration periods at the beginning 
of each semester provide an opportunity for students to meet one 
another, have fun and create memories in-between their academic 
pursuits. O-Week’s annual Launch Party and Mystery Bus Tour pub 
crawl was attended by over 700 and 600 students respectively. The 
Bruce Week’s Mystery Bus Tour and launch is expected to attract 
the same numbers. We have huge support from student volunteers 
to help us get through our very popular events programs. Other 
events throughout the year include our Drinks on the Deck 
member nights, The Big Chill (health and well-being event) and 
our annual Clubs and Societies Awards Night for our club’s 
committee members. 

The BSA supports over 35 active clubs and societies on campus 
who host pub-crawls, cocktail evenings and professional events in 
conjunction with the BSA throughout the year. This year, the BSA 
is also a major sponsor of the inaugural season of the La Trobe 
University Bendigo Soccer Club on campus which will hopefully be 
the first of many sporting opportunities for Bendigo students. 

Each year, the BSA offers two scholarships to students: The 
Bendigo Student Association Scholarship and the Bendigo Student 
Association Inc Advancement Scholarship. The scholarships, 
valued at $1,500 each, aim to reward contributions to the 
university and greater community whilst also supporting students 
undertaking placement or unpaid work throughout their degree.

Our student owned and student 
operated café, Sweeney’s, not 
only makes great coffee but 
supplies a diversity of fresh 
and fast food at student prices. 
We are very proud to provide 
up to a dozen students with 
casual employment while they 
are studying.  Our fantastic 
Info Desk helps with all the 
stuff students need to organise 
outside the classroom, includ-
ing booking a study space, 
purchasing or topping up myki 
cards, finding lost property, 
phone charging and more. Our 
Stockroom is located next to 
our Info Desk and sells low 
priced stationery and event 
tickets and has an awesome 
do-it-yourself document 
binding service. 

Our passion is making 
student life at La Trobe 
University the best it can be! 
Follow us on Facebook and 
Instagram for more info 
about our events and 
activities! 

@bsa_bendigo

@bsa.bendigo

Bendigo Student Association (BSA)

Tash Romas
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Tash Romas

Submissions
Photography
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Photographer: Jesse Munzel
@ jesse_munzel
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Photography Submissions
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Photographer: Analiese Broome
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@blayzes_photography
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The first I saw of you was through your bedroom window as I 
stood gazing in from the outside. The grass tickled my feet, and I 
gently pressed my hands against the window, a grin on my face. 
You sat, legs sprawled across the grey carpet, slamming your dump 
trucks against each other. In the corner there was a rocking horse, 
painted white, with red polka dots swashed in imperfect circles all 
over the surface.

Taped messily onto the beige walls were posters of your favourite 
TV shows and movies; Cars and PJ Masks lay plastered on the wall 
above your bed. Here and there, a stray drawing of yours peeked 
through the posters; drawings in a grey lead of stick-men 
superheroes hanging off rocky cliffs and hovering in the sky. 

You pushed open the window and told me to climb inside. I was 
seven at the time, like you. You pointed towards the horse, yelling 
in your heroic voice that you would defeat me. Standing on my 
tiptoes so that I was as tall as the horse’s wooden mane, I swung 
my leg up to climb onto its back.

You placed your hands on your hips, your legs far apart and your 
chin held high. “I shall vanquish you, evil enemy!”

You charged at me with your wooden sword as I rocked back and 
forth.

I let myself slide off the horse, emitting distressing moans echoing 
that of a dying goat. My golden hair lay strewn across the floor.

Then, you jumped on me, and we rolled over the carpet, tackling 
each other. 

Of course, I couldn’t say anything, so you said it for me. “Oh! You 
have killed me, hero,” you would say, and I would flop my head 
back and ‘die’.

Then you would pat my hand gently, assuring me it was only 
pretend.

My seat at the dining table was across from yours. After learning 
that your siblings would often sit on me, you taped signs all over 
the chair, warning them that the seat was occupied. Usually, it was 
only your big sister who listened. I eventually resigned myself  to 
the middle of the dining table where I could reach all the food, or 
squeezed in beside you.

After I met you, we did everything together. We slept in the same 
room, but not in the same bed, because you said that would be 
weird. I agreed. You took me everywhere with you, and I followed 
you everywhere. In all our games you were the hero and I was the 
villain. I thought it was backwards. I was a girl, and my villainous 
acts didn’t fit right in my mind. Sometimes I wondered why we 
couldn’t all be heroes.

Uzzielle Santos
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Memory
Faded

Short Story
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I stayed with you for six years, which was longer 
than most kids got, considering you were seven 
when I met you. You concerned a lot of adults, 
especially after you turned ten. You grew too old 
for a friend no one else could see. I’m not going 
to say the you-know-what word, just because I 
don’t believe I actually am you-know-what.

You took me to school every day, and often got 
into trouble for yelling at a kid who sat on me. It 
happened a lot, and we grew so used to the drab, 
brown seats in the detention room. The teachers 
were concerned about you, because you saw me, 
talked to me, and begged a teacher to reserve the 
seat next to you so that I could sit there.

They bullied you because of me, and I couldn’t do 
anything about it. I watched you stand there and 
try so hard not to cry, then, when the bullies left, 
you would turn to me and tell me that every-
thing would be okay. And then you’d give me 
one of your big awkward hugs; but of course, to 
everyone else you were hugging the air, and once 
again, a note was sent home for your mother.

We had a lot of conversations about me leaving. 
I would try to tell you that I should leave so that 
you wouldn’t get bullied anymore, and you would 
hesitate. Do you remember that? But all our 
conversations ended with your final word that it 
wasn’t my fault and that you would stick up for 
me. Always. I felt awful.

One morning, after your thirteenth birthday, as I 
was getting ready for school, I heard you talking 
to your mother. About me. She said that I was 
‘imaginary’, and that you were much too old to 
have an ‘imaginary’ friend. The words stung. I 
was real. You created me. You made me real.

That morning, you left me at home. When you 
came back, you apologized for forgetting me and 
promised never to do it again. But I knew you 
didn’t really forget. 

The next day, you forgot me again. A whole week 
passed, and I had not left the house since. I sat in 
front of the window where you left me, pressing 
my hand against the window pane while twirling 
my hair around my finger. I missed you. 

On the last day of school before the holidays, you 
sat me down and told me about your week. You 
told me that you weren’t bullied once. I could 
hear the happiness in your voice. Wasn’t this 
what I wanted? For you to be free? I wanted you 
to not get bullied anymore.

You finally decided that you would leave me at 
home every day, and then come home and play 
with me. That lasted for a month. They were the 
loneliest days of my life. I would sit at the win-
dow waiting for you to come home. When you 
got home and I asked to play, you would say you 
were tired; or, you had a lot of homework. Even I 
could see that you had no homework.

One day, when you came home from school, you 
announced to me that we were going to play 
a different game; you would be the handsome 
prince, and I would be a fair maiden in distress. I 
liked the idea, because I always played the villain. 
Overjoyed that you wanted to play with me, I 
went all out and helped you build a box tower. I 
climbed to the top of the tower, calling for you to 
rescue me.

When the game was done and you had rescued 
me from the evil clutches of the fire breathing 
dragon, you said that you enjoyed not being 
bullied anymore. Then you told me you met a 
girl. And that’s when my heart fell.

Days after that, that girl would come over for a 
couple hours, and the two of you would play mu-
sic together, talk together, and I sat in the corner, 
invisible to you. Occasionally, I saw you sneak a 
glance at me, but you tried to look through me.

Hesitating, I walked over to you. “Can I join you?”

You bit your lip, trying to avoid eye contact. The 
girl had headphones on, listening to a jam on her 
iPod.

“What are you doing, Summer? Don’t blow it for 
me.”

“You created me,” I retorted.

“What do you want?”

Continued on Page 18...
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Seeing the pained look in my 
eyes, he spoke. “Brooke won’t 
see you, Summer. She’ll think 
I’m stupid!”

I bit my lip. Whatever 
happened to his promise that 
he would always stick by me? 
“Please, Kody.”

You agreed reluctantly. You 
introduced me to Brooke . . . 
and she laughed in your face.

The next day, when she didn’t 
come back, I saw you wearing 
your headphones, sitting at 
your keyboard. The way your 
fingers flew and hit hard on the 
keys, I sensed that you were 
upset.

Standing beside you, I placed 
a hand on your shoulder. You 
didn’t seem to notice. “I’m 
sorry,” I whispered. “Kody, 
please listen to me.” 

You sighed, pulling off your 
headphones. “What?”

“I shouldn’t have pushed you. 
I’m so sorry.”

“It doesn’t matter.” You shook 
your head. “If she really liked 
me, she would have stayed.”

Days passed, and Brooke didn’t 
come over. You were young, 
and forgot about her, but you 
were enjoying your bully free 
days. I had to admit it. You were 
growing up, and I was fading 
away.

I was always in your room un-
less you took me somewhere. 
Sometimes when you were 
playing your keyboard, I could 
see you look up. And your gaze 
drifted right through me.

You were forgetting me. Deep inside I knew it was over. You 
created me. You could forget me. And in doing so, I would go away.

I looked down at my hands and saw that my fingers were fading. 
I saw my golden hair cascading down my shoulders slowly turn 
transparent.

Before, you used to walk around me. Then you started walking 
through me.

One night, I looked down at my hands and my fingers were 
completely gone. My hair had disappeared.

Taking one last glance at you pressing the keys on your keyboard, I 
let out a light sigh. It was time.

I opened the window to your room, taking one last glance at the 
room I knew like the back of my hand. I stepped out, my bare feet 
pressing into the moist grass below. And you didn’t stop me.

What was I ever thinking? I could never have a life with you. You 
were real. I was just a figment of your imagination brought by you 
to a world I had come to love. There was a huge difference.

Six years later, I became the friend of a little girl. I was somewhat 
older than her, and she looked up to me in every way. The room we 
stayed in together was one that I wasn’t used to. The walls were 
covered in rose pink wallpaper, and beautiful dolls with golden 
curls sat on the window sills. She was such a beautiful little girl. 
But I was afraid that the reason I loved her was that she was your 
cousin. It was as though, through my relationship with her, I was 
still connected to you. 

One day, when we were walking along the street, my thoughts 
drifted away from her sweet voice going on and on about dolls and 
tea parties. 

This street felt familiar. Looking up, I recognized the white picket 
fence surrounding the small, pale yellow and blue house situated 
on the perfect grass. The daisies your mother loved so much, lined 
the house.

My step was slow as I approached the window. Pressing my hand 
against the glass, I saw you sitting on your bed, your keyboard 
still in the same place, and the guitar in your hand sending out a 
beautiful tune. The corner where the red and white horse once 
stood was now empty. The PJ Masks, Cars posters and stick-men 
drawings were all replaced by band posters. 

Then, you looked up. Your fingers dropped from the strings. And 
you saw me.

Faded Memory
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Horizon 4
Forza

 Ryan Peterson

The Forza franchise is a staple to the market of 
racing games, competing with the likes of Gran 
Turismo and Dirt franchises. More recently, 
Forza has branched out into more open-world 
style games, with the release of Forza Horizon 
in 2012. 

The first two installments to the Horizon series 
were met with high praise, critics and the wider 
community commending it for good graphics, an 
engaging gameplay/handing model and exceed-
ingly accurate sound design (stick with me, this 
is important) 
Now, the Horizon series is best known for 
innovation where it wasn’t necessary, changing 
things that weren’t in need of changing and being 
deaf to both their community and issues in their 
game. 

Forza as a franchise has a dedicated and vocal 
user base, which actively participate in forum 
discussions. However it’s not often that these 
discussions are weighed in upon by the game’s 
developers. And when they do? The 
condescension is palpable. When asked about 
the quality of car sound samples in the Horizon 
4, a staff member was quick to respond with 
something along the lines of ‘if you think you’re 
so good, why don’t you apply to work for us?’, 
completely negating the fact that there was an 
issue and definitely no mention that the problem 
would be looked into. And in fact, as far as Turn 
10 and Playground Games is concerned, the issue 
of the car sounds is fixed! A few (read: approx 
10) engine samples are fixed, and a few get some 
small tweaks that are arguably, worse than the 
original samples. 

Any further mention of further changes to the 
sound system is nonexistent, despite the clamor-
ous pleas of the community. 

Currently, a forum thread concerning engine 
sound issues holds the largest traffic of all of the 
non moderated threads on the Forza forums. 
This is not okay. The fact that game developers 
are willing to make a small tweak to a game’s 
model where it’s needed and take massive 
strides towards change where it ISN’T should 
not be accepted by the forza community and the 
greater gaming community as a whole. Game de-
velopers need to give their loyal consumers time 
and attention, or else the consumers will leave in 
a mass exodus. 

There’s a larger lesson to be learned here. 
Chance where it is only necessary to change. Lis-
ten to others on where you as a person, or what 
you’re doing can improve.
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Youth Council
Bendigo

This includes:

• Holding a Youth Mental Health Forum;
• submitting a successful team for Vic Youth 

Parliament;
• Establishing a Youth Sustainability Group;
• running a competition for a young person 

to re-design the front of our youth center;
• Providing youth perspectives on a number 

of council policies;
• Consulting with stakeholder organisations; 

and
• Representing our young people at civic 

events. 

In light of recent statistics, we are currently in 
the process of planning a forum to unpack the 
youth unemployment issue in Bendigo with local 
stakeholders to raise awareness of factors which 
contribute to this problem. 

If you want to have your say on an issue, have an 
idea or are interested in joining the Youth 
Council in future, please get in touch! We are 
always looking for new voices and experiences to 
bring to the table. You don’t have to be some hot-
shot student or a child prodigy who has been to 
every council meeting since birth (but side note, 
hit us up if you are because that’s impressive). 
We want to hear from you because you are a vital 
viewpoint into the experiences of our youth.

Remember, no matter who you are and where 
you come from, your perspective is some-
thing that nobody else can offer.

At the beginning of 2019, Bendigo took a vital 
step in improving the outcomes of our local 
community. The inaugural City of Greater 
Bendigo Youth Council was formed and with it, a 
new and exciting relationship between the youth 
of Bendigo and the City Council. 

The aim of the Youth Council is to act as “an 
advisory and advocacy committee who represent 
the voices of Bendigo youth from 12 to 24 years 
old.” All gibberish aside, we are for the youth of 
Bendigo and by the youth of Bendigo. We care 
about the issues which hit us the hardest and are 
deeply invested in contributing to the communi-
ty to make Bendigo a better place for our young 
people, and by proxy, ourselves. It’s up to us to 
change the narrative around youth and being 
apart of the Youth Council is one way to have 
access to the resources and networks to do so.

So I guess this begs the question of who we are. 
There are 18 of us youth councilors who range 
from all walks of life. We have a wide variety of 
lived experience between us and have personal 
links to many relevant issues including 
unemployment, lack of promotion around 
non-traditional education, disability access 
issues, lack of graduate opportunities Bendigo 
and sustainability (just to name a few).  Although 
there are some impressive achievements around 
our table, we are all here because we have 
something to say about our experiences and 
want to help future youth in Bendigo. 

Although a large part of this year has been ded-
icated to setting up the Youth Council itself, we 
have also held, contributed to and participated in 
a variety of events and opportunities. 

 Khayshie Tilak Ramesh
City of Greater Bendigo Youth Mayor
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Leadership Team
BSSC Student

I know that I personally can’t wait for the amaz-
ing food, whilst fundraising for an incredibly 
important cause. 

Inclusion Subcommittee
 
Lastly, we have the Inclusion Subcommittee. The 
subcommittee’s focus this year is fostering a cul-
ture of inclusion at our College. The main project 
within this subcommittee is the organisation of a 
“Buddy Program”. This program aims to pair up 
an International Student/Exchange Student with 
a student at the college, to assist their transi-
tion into BSSC Life. This program ran as a trial 
program last year and was highly successful! We 
even managed to recruit 2 students that partici-
pated in the program last year to be a part of the 
organising committee. 

Aside from our 3 main areas, the SLT has placed 
a large focus on leadership development. Earlier 
this year, we had the privilege of participating 
in a workshop run by Libania, a representative 
from World Vision. We got to hear about her 
inspiring journey as an ex-refugee and the work 
that she currently does for World Vision. Fur-
thermore, every meeting, we play a team-build-
ing exercise, that allows our team to bond and 
work better as a team. 

I can’t wait to see what we get up to for the 
rest of the year. But rest assured, young 
people of Bendigo, we will be changing 
BSSC for the better!

Remember, no matter who you are and where 
you come from, your perspective is something 
that nobody else can offer.

This year has been a big one for the Student 
Leadership Team (SLT). We started off the year 
with a training day, which saw us planning our 
outcomes for the year and splitting off into our 
various subcommittees. These subcommittees 
include: Student Experience, Student Inclusion, 
and Events. 

Student Experience Committee

The focus of our Student Experience Committee 
is to improve the culture of student voice at our 
school and to act on the results of our annual 
survey that gathered 203 responses.  A key 
concern for students was a lack of “Real World 
Education”. Through the survey, there was a high 
demand for a first aid course, a life skills day and 
the creation of clubs, namely study clubs. 
Students also expressed a demand for school 
merch, especially socks and drink bottles. We 
can’t wait for these events that will greatly 
benefit our school community!

Events Subcommittee 

Another subcommittee is in charge of events. 
So far this year, we have organised activities for 
BSSC’s Harmony Day, which included a photo 
booth, a lantern design competition and an origa-
mi workshop. We thought it was really important 
for us to have a presence at significant College 
events, such as this. Other than that, the Events 
Subcommittee is currently organising our annual 
Formal to be held at Ulumbarra Theatre this year 
on the 21st of June. Another project of this sub-
committee is organising the Biggest Morning Tea 
which aims to raise funds for the Cancer Council. 

 Alyssa Lai 
President of the SLT
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Submissions
Art 
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Artist: Ruby Macleod
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Artist: Jesse Munzel

@ jesse_munzel

Art Submissions
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Connor: What shows have you helped with 
before Les Misérables? 
Julie: This is my tenth year with Nexus, and 
also my 33rd play directed, some in the 
United States and some here. Some notable 
productions were Phantom of the Opera, 
Oklahoma, Sound of Music, Beauty of the 
Beast, Pirates of Penzance, Annie. We were 
also noted as the first youth theatre EVER in 
the Southern Hemisphere to ever do Phan-
tom of the Opera. 

Connor: That’s amazing. Why was Les 
Misérables chosen?
Julie: At Nexus, we try to build skill, as well 
as challenge young actors beyond what they 
had done in previous years. Les Misérables 
has a level of complexity to it. Only 2 or 3 
lines are actually said throughout the entire 
play, the rest is sung. So, it changes the 
dynamics when students have to be able to 
act in singing, not just acting. They must tell 
the story, while singing. Les Misérables is a 
stretch, as well as my personal favourite. I 
have seen it nine times, both in the United 
States and Australia. I even had a friend who 
played Marius Pontmercy, a protagonist, in a 
Los Angeles performance. 

Connor: What do you like about Les 
Misérables?
Julie: I wanted to challenge the kids, and I 
feel that Les Misérables has a great message, 
to say that people can change who they are, 
in their directions and pathways, to become 
a better version of themselves, as well as 
the concept of forgiveness. No matter who 
we are, we must start somewhere and let 
things go, forgive and care for others. One 
of the main protagonists Jean Valjean looks 
back and helps others, as they helped him. 
We need to have the concept of Paying it 
Forward, and I think that Les Misérables 
has a great opportunity of taking some very 
difficult subjects like Destitution and Prosti-
tution, which are heavy subjects for young 

kids, though if we can teach them what it’s 
about, then they would be able to see the 

social inequalities in the world.

 Connor Findlay

A few months ago, I was talking 
with my friends and they 
mentioned doing a perfor-
mance of The Sound of Music, 
produced by Nexus. My friend 
was surprised when I said that 
I had never heard of them. She 
explained that Nexus had done 
many shows, like Oklahoma 
and Annie. She then told me 
that she was trying out for Les 
Misérables, and that I should 
check it out. So, I sat in on one 
of their rehearsals and was 
surprised at what I could 
uncover and find out.

I had spoken with the director 
of the production, Julie Lovell, 
and was amazed at what
she had to say.

Misérables
Nexus Youth Theartre

Les
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Connor: What do you think is the hardest part 
about rehearsals is?
Julie: We have 59 students in the cast, which is 
difficult, plus 9 who are Alumni, who have been 
in the cast before. Anytime you have 68 high 
school students in one place, you are going to 
have drama. But, at Nexus, we look after a whole 
person; their mental, physical, social, emotional: 
All of those things, to bring them together and 
find a place. If we aren’t careful, we can lose that. 
Nexus is about a whole community and family, 
before a show. The show is a bonus. We show the 
teenagers that this is a place where they belong 
and are cared for. We can get lost in that, if we get 
too focused in task.

Connor: Anything else that you would like to 
share?
Julie: Bendigo is very sports-driven, as is Aus-
tralia. When Nexus was started, there was little 
to do for teenagers in the Bendigo Region to ex-
press themselves, other than sport. I’m excited to 
see other theatre companies that are formulating 
that we want to invest in our youth. There’s BTC 
Tribe and Props Theatre, which is great to build 
the theatre side in Victoria, because I believe that 
theatre is a place for students to discover who 
they are. 

Also talking with some young actors who star in 
the performance. Kody Austin and Jane Cuskelly, 
playing Jean Valjean and Fantine are also very 
excited to perform.

Connor: What previous show were you a part 
of before Les Miserables?

Kody: Last year, I played Kenickie, In Tribe Youth 
Theatre’s Grease. The year before, I was also a 
part of Phantom of the Opera, also produced 
by Nexus. I’ve been doing some other plays and 
musicals since then.
Jade: I was a part of Grease as well, playing in 
the ensemble. I also played Wendy in a Primary 
School Production called Peter Pan Jr. I really 
enjoyed both of them.

Connor: Describe your character.
Kody: Jean Valjean is a very righteous character. 
He starts off on the wrong side of the track, but 
gradually obtains redemption through God and 

his faith. He holds onto that and sticks true to his 
ideals, no matter what society he lives in.
Jade: Fantine sets up the story and is very 
kind-hearted. She does anything she can for 
her daughter, that goes to the extent of horrible 
actions. She is, all round, a very nice person

Connor: Do you feel that you connect with this 
character?
Kody: It’s a bit difficult, seeing that Jean Valjean 
is a father figure. He’s a moral character, but it’s a 
welcome challenge, that I accept.
Jade: Sort of, but I feel that I connect with all that 
she stands for, and her having to work very hard 
for the people she loves.

Connor: What made you want to perform in 
Les Mis?
Kody: I love the score. It’s so complex and 
masterfully written. All the characters are very 
memorable, and the story is very emotional.
Jade: My friend told me that I would play an 
amazing Eponine, though I got the role of Fan-
tine, which is higher than I expected.

Connor: What do you think is the hardest part 
about rehearsals?
Kody: I guess the very intense expectations for 
vocals. It’s a very vocal performance. It would 
also be the intense emotions that the characters 
go through, and you kind of relate to it. But, 
thankfully, the directors are doing a very good 
job at helping us out with it.
Jade: I would have to say would be working in 
groups, which sounds weird, but that’s just me

Connor: Anything else that you would like to 
share?
Kody: I’m really proud of all the work that every-
one has put into the show. I hope a lot of people 
would like to come down and see us perform. 
Jade: Yeah, I’m also very proud, and I can’t wait 
until it’s all finished.

Les Miserables is showing July 25th-August 
3rd, 7PM, at the Capital Theatre. You can book 
your tickets at: www.bendigoregion.com.au/
arts-culture-theatres/event/nexus-byt-
presents-les-miserables
There are also two matinee shows on the 27th 
and the 3rd, both at 1PM.
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Film Review

The 2019 Raw Arts Award! We had an 
amazing collection of artworks, performances 
and stories handed in by extravagant young 
artists. The Raw Arts Award is a Bendigo Arts 
Competition that is held every year for about 
22 years running. Around late February/
early April time is when young upcoming 
artists (aged 10-25) can showcase their work 
in a chance to win a $1,000 cash prize. The 
Awards are split up into 4 categories: Visual 
Arts, Performing Arts, Literature & Digital 
Media. This year they engaged 120 entries 
from Bendigo region artists who hope to 
continue in a successful artistic path. 

The winners were:
Performing Arts: Jessica Chalmers
Literature: Maggie-Pratt-White
Digital Media: Jasper Turpie
Visual Arts: Eve Fetherstonhaugh

Close to taking 1st place and coming highly 
commended were Tom Flemming (Perform-
ing Arts), Jobe Thomson (Literature), Henry 
Sheahan (Digital Media) & Mary Hoare 
(Visual Arts). These nearly crowned artists 
got awarded with a $250 cash prize.

After the awards ceremony, guests & 
participants were invited to the Raw Arts 
Exhibition which featured the winning art-
works and all who entered in a chance to win. 
The exhibition was open until Sunday May 
12th at Dudley House, 60 View Street. We are 
so delighted about how many attended this 
year and we hope the Raw Arts Awards will 
have an astounding amount of people submit 
their artwork next year.

2040

The film 2040, written and directed by 
Damon Gameau, focuses on the idea that 
by the year 2040, the new generation 
could have a completely changed (for the 
better) world to live in. Damon explains 
how our engineers have already put into 
work, systems that would be beneficial for 
our climate change problem. Damon 
researches new techniques of regener-
ative farming that reduce carbon and 
methane (from cows) in the air. 

Our world’s climate change problem is 
made by having too much carbon in the 
air. Deforestation increases the carbon as 
well as gas-using cars and vehicles. New 
cars that run on electricity are beneficial 
for our air and using share-cars decreases 
the carbon because we would be using less 
cars. Damon visits a seaweed plantation 
that contributes to decreasing the levels of 
carbon in the air and storing it within it-
self and using it to grow. The idea that our 
world could be changed in just 20 years is 
inspiring people to help and take charge 
with the efforts of 2040. I would recom-
mend everyone to see this movie and 
implement personal changes in their own 
lives to create a more sustainable world. 

Check out their website to make your own 
climate action plan: 

www.whatsyour2040.com

Mikayla Sandeman B
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Groovin The Moo, 2019
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Photographer: Jacinda Dunstone

Groovin The Moo, 2019
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Want to get involved? Find us at:

  
or email: ambedomagazine17@gmail.com

For Bendigo Youth   By Bendigo Youth  


